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Abstract

Digital design tools such as logic synthesis, semicus-
tom layout and behavioral simulation have drastically
changed the digital IC design process, enabling design of
complex “systems on a chip”. The usefulness of such
chips are limited in a world dominated by information that
is not represented by 0s and 1s. Overcoming these limita-
tions has led to mixed-signal, and mixed-domain technolo-
gies. We focus on design methodologies and tools to aid
the design of complex microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) having large numbers of mixed-domain compo-
nents. We propose a hierarchically structured design
approach that is compatible with standard IC design
involving a schematic approach to MEMS design, a layout
synthesis strategy for cell-level design automation, and a
feature-recognition based device extractor for layout veri-
fication. We present emerging results on our design meth-
odology and tools.

1.  Introduction

Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS), are µm to
mm sized systems integrating electrical and mechanical
elements. They are fabricated using microelectronic batch
processing techniques and can sense, control and actuate
on the micro scale. Moreover, arrays of MEMS devices
can be used for macro scale sensing and actuation.
Researchers are using MEMS in diverse application areas
such as inertial navigation systems, digital mirror displays,
DNA analysis systems, RF distributed sensor networks,
and probe-based data storage systems. These systems
incorporate truly mixed technology, integrating combina-
tions of digital and analog electronics, mechanical struc-
tures, electromechanical actuators, and fluidic chambers.

The advent of stable, VLSI-compatible MEMS fabrica-
tion technologies has led to the development of increas-
ingly complex and integrated MEMS-based systems.
Future systems are expected to contain hundreds or even
thousands of mixed-domain devices. This has led to a des-
perate demand for CAD tools to support rapid design of
systems involving physical interactions between mechani-
cal, electrostatic, magnetic, thermal, fluidic, and optical
domains. As in pure electronic design, hierarchical cell
design methodologies, mixed-technology simulators, lay-
out synthesis tools, and layout extraction will enable
MEMS engineers to build larger systems and allow them
to concentrate on system-level design issues.

One relatively mature mixed-domain design technol-
ogy is surface-micromachined suspended MEMS, as
exemplified by the recent success of commercial microac-
celerometers for automotive airbag deployment [1][2] and
digital mirror displays for high-fidelity video projection
[3]. The availability of accumulated design expertise, inte-
grated MEMS/electronics fabrication capabilities, and
electromechanical CAD modeling tools has made the sus-
pended-MEMS technology a suitable candidate for initial
development of design methodologies for MEMS. Our
discussion of structured design will be restricted to sus-
pended MEMS, however the concepts should apply to
other technologies as they mature.

After describing the current MEMS design practice, we
introduce our mixed-domain systems-on-a-chip design
methodology, and then describe the individual areas
within this methodology, and present results for simula-
tion, synthesis and extraction. 

2. Current MEMS Design Practice
Today, MEMS-based designs either involve a single

micromechanical sense element surrounded by traditional
electronic signal conditioning or arrays of identical micro-
mechanical devices. Therefore the focus of MEMS design
is typically at the device-level. Currently, MEMS engi-
neers begin design of a new device with a rough sketch
and very basic equations to ensure feasibility. This stage
usually leads directly to a physical layout, due to the tight
integration of form and function in mechanical devices.
The designer has two choices for design verification:
numerical simulation (e.g., finite-element analysis), and
behavioral simulation. Tools exist for both kinds of analy-
sis, however each method has drawbacks which research-
ers are working to eradicate. 

Numerical simulation involves self-consistent mechan-
ical finite-element analysis coupled with electrostatic
boundary element analysis. Tools that cater to the MEMS
community are available from several companies
[4][5][6]. The modeling of the design (solid model and
meshing) for numerical simulation, and the subsequent
interpretation of simulation results requires domain exper-
tise and quickly becomes tedious. Furthermore, these sim-
ulation strategies can only verify device operation, and do
not allow the complete simulation of the MEMS device



with its attendant electronics. Additionally, the computa-
tion time and memory resources required for numerical
simulation require the designer to partition the design, and
to determine the best simulation strategy. Effectively, this
prohibits the use of numerical simulation for tight iterative
design. Therefore, numerical simulation is primarily seen
as critically important for MEMS modeling and verifica-
tion, analogous to the role that electronic technology CAD
plays with device and interconnect modeling.

Behavioral simulation can be accomplished using many
different commercial tools, such as SPICE [7] and MAT-
LAB [8]. Although geometric parametrized cell libraries
to support behavioral simulation have been constructed
[9][10], this process is manual, requiring specific device
expertise which is often lacking in a system designer.
Model construction requires numerical simulation and,
therefore, cannot be placed in the iterative design loop.

No rapid design process is available today for MEMS.
Few design verification iterations are usually attempted
during prototype design, resulting in fabrication replacing
simulation in the iterative design loop. This is very expen-
sive, since fabricated prototypes often do not meet perfor-
mance specifications and, sometimes, are not even
functional. These problems inhibit the use of MEMS for
low-cost, low-volume application specific sensors, inte-
grated on the same chip with electronic information pro-
cessing and communication capabilities. Furthermore,
these approaches are geared for systems involving arrays
of identical MEMS devices, and become even more cum-
bersome for the design of integrated microsystems with
large numbers of unique MEMS devices.

Fig. 1. Mixed-domain design methodology
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3. Proposed Design Methodology
To enable the design of mixed-domain systems-on-a-

chip, we have been developing a design methodology [11]
based on existing digital and analog design methodolo-
gies. The system-level engineer begins by creating a sys-
tem architecture that implements the desired system
concept, as shown in Fig. 1. This architecture will include
digital electronics for computation, analog electronics for
signal conditioning and control, RF electronics for com-
munication, and MEMS for sensing, control, and actua-
tion. A traditional digital design approach can be followed
for the digital portion of the design. Emerging analog
design methodologies [12], and RF design tools can be
applied for the analog and RF portion of the design prob-
lem. In this paper we will focus on the remaining part of
the design problem: surface-micromachined suspended
MEMS.

The MEMS cells in the system architecture then need
to be refined into a schematic, which helps the designer
understand the effect of cell-level design trade-offs on the
system level design. We will focus on the details of our
approach in Section 5. Once a cell-level topology (connec-
tion of mechanical and electrostatic elements) is chosen, a
cell-synthesis tool can translate the cell’s performance
specifications into layout, as will be detailed in Section 6.
Alternately, custom-cells can also be designed via tradi-
tional device-level MEMS strategies. The next step is the
verification of the cell layout, which can be accomplished
via layout extraction, detailed in Section 7, into a simula-
tion netlist, that can be verified for functionality via our

Fig. 2. A folded-flexure comb-drive
microresonator fabricated in the MUMPs
process. (a) Layout. (b) Cross-section A-A’.
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schematic-level simulation. Finally, the cell-layouts can be
integrated into a system layout (using a traditional elec-
tronics floorplanner and chip-level router for now, until a
better understanding is obtained of the demands that inte-
grated microsystems place on these issues). System-level
extraction and simulation for the integrated microsystem
will then be used to verify functional correctness, and may
result in design iterations, prior to fabrication.

4. The Microresonator
We will use the microresonator, shown in Fig. 2, to

describe our approach to MEMS device design. The spe-
cific resonator topology was first described and analyzed
by Tang [13]. It is used in resonator oscillators, in filters,
and as a mechanical characterization test structure to mea-
sure Young’s modulus of thin films. The central shuttle
mass is suspended by two folded-beam flexures to form a
mechanical mass-spring-damper system. The resonator
can be fabricated via a surface-micromachining fabrica-
tion service such as the Multi-User MEMS Process service
(MUMPs) from MCNC [14]. The structural elements in
this process are formed using a homogeneous, conducting,
polysilicon film. The movable microstructure is fixed to
the substrate at only two anchor points, which also act as
electrical vias. Wet etching of the sacrificial oxide under
the structure results in the spacer gap. 

The electrostatic actuators used to drive the resonator in
the x -direction are called ‘comb drives,’ and are made
from a set of interdigitated comb fingers. The generated
electrostatic force, due to the application of a voltage
across the comb fingers, does not depend upon the dis-
placement of the resonator (to first order). The folded flex-
ure suspension is designed to be compliant in the x
direction of motion and to be stiff in all other direction
(e.g., y and θ ) to keep the comb fingers aligned.

The simplified schematic view of the resonator, shown
in Fig. 3, represents the device as an interconnected set of
mixed-domain lumped-parameter elements: the shuttle
mass, two folded-flexure springs, and two comb-finger

m
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V

Fig. 3. Mixed-domain schematic of the lateral
folded-flexure comb-drive microresonator,
including a voltage source, V, for comb-drive
actuation.
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actuators which are displayed as time-varying capacitors.
Each of these elements serves both an electrical and
mechanical role. A voltage source that drives one actuator
and mechanical anchor points, designated by notation sim-
ilar to electrical ground, are also included in the schematic.
The link between form and function in the mechanical rep-
resentation of the device requires that the mechanical
schematic include details such as the physical attachment
point of the springs to the shuttle mass. This point affects
functional parameters such as the system modal frequen-
cies. Therefore, physical placement parameters must be
included in the element models and ultimately linked to
the mechanical nodal equations.

5. Nodal Simulation
MEMS simulation is typically performed using numer-

ical simulation (e.g., finite element analysis), or signal
flow analysis. Due to its abstraction detail, finite element
analysis is more appropriate for device modeling than for
system simulation. Most previous work on higher-level
MEMS simulation has focused on behavioral simulation
of individual devices (e.g., microresonators) with abstract
macromodels [15][16].

Our nodal simulation [17][18] approach uses a hierar-
chical set of MEM elements, which can be interconnected
in a general way to create more complicated sub-compo-
nents, devices and systems. Pister et.al. [19] are develop-
ing a similar hierarchical representation as part of a larger
research collaboration. The resulting schematic view pro-
vides a direct linkage between the physical layout and
behavioral simulation, as is the case with standard inte-
grated-circuit design. A example schematic is shown in
Fig. 4 of the microresonator from Fig. 2. A key feature is
the one-to-one correspondence of components to layout,

Fig. 4. Layout-based schematic representation
of a MEMS resonator
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which provides an intuitive interface for the designer. We
have coupled the layout-based schematic methodology
with existing IC   schematic capture tools enabling MEMS
design to be quick and efficient. 

To overcome the need for custom MEMS device mod-
els, we are working on a simulation methodology that
treats atomic MEMS elements (such as beams and gaps) as
the fundamental simulation entities, enabling the simula-
tion of interconnections of beams. The transient and a.c.
simulation of the microresonator is shown in Fig. 5 indi-
cating that the resonant frequency for that resonator is
31 kHz with a steady-state drive amplitude of 32.7 µm.

Currently, work is progressing on extending these
device-level simulations based on the interconnection of
MEMS elements and electronics to system-level simula-
tion, via analog HDL representations [20]. Integrating
multiple suspended-MEMS devices, MEMS behavioral
simulation must support a combination of signal-flow
analysis and electrical nodal analysis.

6. MEMS Cell Synthesis
System-level design for MEMS requires the use of

mixed-technology cells. MEMS devices tend to have a
large number of design specifications coupled by the large
ranges for each specification. For example, acceleration
performance specifications for microaccelerometer appli-
cations range from 1 G for inertial sensors to greater than
100,000 G for munitions fuzing. Additional specifications,
including bandwidth, resolution, sensitivity, linearity, and
cross-axis rejection, must be simultaneously satisfied for a
specific application. This prevents us from using a fixed-
cell library in our design methodology. 

Fig. 5. (a) Transient and (b) A.C.  analysis of
MEMS microresonator

(a)

(b)
Although geometric parametrized cell libraries have
been developed (e.g., CaMEL from MCNC [10]), the cell
generators are purely geometric, therefore the designer
must manually evaluate numerous iterations to generate a
design which satisfies performance requirements. Our
approach [21][22] overcomes these limitations by translat-
ing the user-specified device specifications (e.g., acceler-
ometer sensitivity) directly into cell geometrical layout
parameters. We are developing synthesis modules for
commonly used MEMS devices in the suspended-MEMS
area, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, resonators, and
positioners. Instead of redesigning these components each
time a new system is proposed, engineers will benefit from
cell synthesizers which tackle the routine design of fre-
quently-used components.

The development of a synthesis module involves deter-
mining the design variables, the numerical design con-
straints, and the quantitative design objective. As a starting
point, we have developed and tested a synthesis tool for
the surface-micromachined resonator topology of Fig. 2.
The lowest nine lateral translational and rotational modes
(both in-plane and out-of-plane) of the mass-spring-
damper system are modeled by second-order equations of
motion. All of the design variables are structural parame-
ters of the folded flexure and comb drive elements, with
the exception of the comb-drive voltage. Technology-
driven design rules constrain the minimum geometries,
such as beam widths and minimum spaces between struc-
tures. Maximum values of structural parameters are prima-
rily constrained by manufacturing constraints such as

Fig. 6. Resonators synthesized for four
different design objectives: (a) min active area,
(b) min drive voltage, (c) min combination of
active area and drive voltage , and (d) max
displacement. Resonant frequencies are 10kHz
(left) and 300k(Hz) right)

(c)

(b)

(a)

(d)



sticking of the structural film to the substrate during sacri-
ficial oxide etching. The functional constraints include
resonant frequency, stroke, quality factor, and electrome-
chanical stability. 

The complete design problem is represented as a con-
strained non-linear optimization problem, and solved by
an off-the-shelf solver [23]. A gridded-multistart approach
is used to overcome local minima, and a branch-and-
bound approach is used for handling the integer variables
(e.g., number of comb fingers). Various design objectives
such as minimization of area, drive voltage, combination
of area and voltage, and maximization of displacement
have been used to explore the resonator design space. Var-
ious engineering specifications such as resonator fre-
quency were used to understand the constraint space for
each microresonator objective. Results for low-frequency
(10 kHz) and high-frequency (300 kHz) resonators are
shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the high frequency devices
are much smaller than their low frequency counterparts.
Smaller devices have less mass, and smaller flexures are
stiffer. Both effects increase the resonant frequency. 

7. MEMS Layout Extraction
Layout correctness can only be accomplished by

extracting the layout into a schematic netlist and simulat-
ing for functional correctness, or by comparing the layout
to a golden design netlist to ensure geometric connectivity.
Unlike VLSI, where extraction is also used for checking
layouts, the shape, size and position of a MEMS object is
of utmost importance and plays a crucial role in deciding
the MEMS element corresponding to that object.

The objective of the extraction tool is to recognize the
layout elements based on its features (shape, size and
placement) to enable subsequent rapid simulation-based
verification. To achieve this, we first detect the atomic ele-
ments then commonly used device components such as
comb-drives. We begin by converting the layout into a
canonical representation, to ensure a unique recognition.

anchor

comb

mass

mass
beam

Fig. 7.  Layout extraction of MEMS resonator
showing element recognition

joint
Feature based recognition then detects the various atomic
elements (beams, plates, gaps and anchors). Information
from other layers, like location of anchor cuts is used to
help in this phase (such technology specific information
comes from a process description file). The final recog-
nized set of elements is then optimized to reduce the total
number of nodes required for netlist generation. Using the
information contained in the recognized set we generate a
netlist which can then be compared with the original
design netlist. Thus our primary objective of having a
check on the designed layout can be achieved. Device
function can also be confirmed by running a lumped
parameter simulation on this netlist.

Fig. 7 shows an example of a microresonator extrac-
tion. Each type of recognized element (beam, joint) is
shaded differently to indicate our ability to recognize the
layout. Once each element is classified, a netlist can be
generated for behavioral simulation. We are currently
working on the recognition of commonly used MEMS
components such as comb-drives and springs.

8. Conclusions
 Mixed-domain Systems-on-a-Chip design methodol-

ogy for suspended MEMS promises to shorten the devel-
opment cycle to days, and enable design of more complex
systems comprised of hundreds to thousands of microme-
chanical elements. Identification of reusable hierarchical
representations of MEMS components is a critical first
step in advancing toward a hierarchical design methodol-
ogy and in leveraging existing CAD tools. 

A mixed-domain schematic representation will enable
rapid exploration and analysis of the design space for
MEMS components. The identification and modeling of
the fundamental MEMS elements, and the ability to inter-
connect these elements for new device designs will be crit-
ical for the shortening the MEMS design cycle.

MEMS cell synthesis is a powerful tool for building
common components that can then be used in larger sys-
tems. The identification and modeling of sub-component
level lumped-parameter models that adequately link
device behavior with physical design variables, and the
integration of these models with optimization will lead to
automatic custom cell design capability for system-level
design, as well as design-space exploration capability cru-
cial for the system-level architecture decisions.

MEMS extraction is essential for layout verification of
synthesized or custom layouts. The use of a common set of
fundamental elements between the extraction and simula-
tion methodologies enables the use of extraction output for
behavioral verification, as well as for netlist comparison to
ensure correct connectivity of the components.

Finally, we envision a MEMS design environment in
which the expert MEMS designer can rapidly iterate on
ideas for MEMS designs, in the same integrated environ-
ment where a system-level designer can use synthesized
and custom-made MEMS components to develop mono-
lithic mixed-technology chips for low-cost, low-volume



commonplace applications. Such a design environment is
essential for designs in which several unique MEMS sen-
sors need to be integrated on the same chip with electronic
information processing capability.
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